ALBERT SCHWEITZER SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
•
•

$5,000 Scholarship for 2018-2019
Application & documents must be submitted by Friday,
April 16, 2018 to the Financial Aid Office

Name: __________________________________________________________________________
Major/s and Minor/s: ________________________________________________________________
Student ID Number: _________________________ Anticipated Graduation Date: ______________
Numbers of Semesters Completed (including spring and transfer coursework):
Permanent Address:
Summer Address:
Telephone:

_________________

______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Email Address:

_________________________________________________________________

Dr. Albert Schweitzer was a physician, theologian, minister, philosopher, author, musician, scholar,
humanitarian, and missionary. Following are two statements describing Dr. Schweitzer's philosophy:
Dr. Schweitzer dedicated his life in service to others; he said, "In gratitude for your own good
fortune you must render in return some sacrifice of your life for another life."
The cornerstone of Dr. Schweitzer's philosophy is his "reverence for life" as expressed in his
many sermons and writings. The following is one example: "We must try to demonstrate the
essential worth of life by doing all we can to alleviate suffering. Reverence for life, which grows
out of a proper understanding of the will to live, contains life-affirmation. It acts to create values
that serve the material, the spiritual and ethical development of man."
Submit with this application:




A list, no more than two pages long, describing your activities that demonstrate service to
humanity, including approximate hours and dates of the service. Designate which are
volunteer, paid, or required for an organization or coursework.
A 500 word essay using the statements above and other information you have about Dr.
Schweitzer's life and ideas, which describes how you have lived and plan to live in
fulfillment of Dr. Schweitzer's philosophy and values.
A letter of recommendation from a Chapman University professor, in a signed envelope,
must be included with your application. Give the professor copies of the list of your
activities, your 500 word essay, and a blank application before he/she writes the letter.

Additional requirements:




Undergraduate student at Chapman University
Minimum cumulative G.P.A. of 3.5.
Completed at least 60 semester credit hours before the start of undergraduate coursework
Fall semester 2018.

